
The Grind Podcast
Episode 6 – Honesty in Interviews

On The Grind: How would you answer interview questions that would test your honesty?

• Go this website and look up questions for your target industry:

• Pick out 2-3 questions (or write your own variations) that would test your honesty?

• Bullet out honest responses and ask yourself: 

- Does your answer still frame you in a positive light? 

- Are you being true to yourself and what your skillsets are?

Reflect: What’s your take on the question for this episode: Is it better to be honest or try to 

sell yourself in job interviews?

Connect: Ask questions and post feedback about this episode here:  The Grind Podcast

Resources: Check out these resources to go along with the episode:

• Common interview questions: How to Answer the 31 Most Common Interview Questions

• This article: How Honest Should You Be in Job Interviews?
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